The aging musculoskeletal system and obesity-related considerations with exercise
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Abstract
Advancing age and adiposity contribute to musculoskeletal degenerative diseases and the development of sarcopenic obesity. The etiology of muscle loss is multifactorial, and includes inflammation, oxidative stress and hormonal changes, and is worsened by activity avoidance due to fear of pain. The risk for mobility disability and functional impairment rises with severity of obesity in the older adult. Performance measures of walking distance, walking speed, chair rise, stair climb, body transfers and ability to navigate obstacles on a course are adversely affected in this population, and this reflects decline in daily physical functioning. Exercise training is an ideal intervention to counteract the effects of aging and obesity. The 18 randomized controlled trials of exercise studies with or without diet components reviewed here indicate that 3–18 month programs that included aerobic and strengthening exercise (2–3 days per week) with caloric restriction (typically 750 kcal deficit/day), induced the greatest change in functional performance measures compared with exercise or diet alone. Importantly, resistance exercise attenuates muscle mass loss with the interventions. These interventions can also combat factors that invoke sarcopenia, including inflammation, oxidative stress and insulin resistance. Therefore, regular multimodal exercise coupled with diet appears to be very effective for counteracting sarcopenic obesity and improving mobility and function in the older, obese adult.
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1. Introduction
The confluence of aging and obesity may create an ideal environment for skeletal muscle catabolism and decline in physical function. Advancing age and obesity contribute to the development of sarcopenic obesity. Sarcopenic obesity currently affects 16% of women and 17.5% of men over the age of 80 years (Bales and Ritchie, 2002). This condition is defined by appendicular skeletal muscle mass index of >2 standard deviations compared to a young referent group 20–30 years of age, or a body fat percentage >60th percentile for the same gender and age (Cederholm et al., 2011). A recent statement from the International Working Groups on Sarcopenia indicates that populations who are targets include those who have difficulty rising from a chair unassisted and have gait speeds <1.0 m/s (Fielding et al., 2011).
Numerous changes have been made in the health care of obese individuals over the last four decades, enabling the individual to live longer; however, longevity comes at a price, as the individual copes with longer exposure to carrying excessive weight (Alley and Chang, 2007). As a consequence, the relationship between obesity and musculoskeletal-related functional disability is strengthened (Alley and Chang, 2007). Projections indicate that as younger obese individuals age, the prevalence of physical disability will escalate beginning in the year 2012 (Manton, 2007). Sarcopenic obesity is characterized by inadequate muscle strength, mobility disability and difficulty with weight-bearing activities (Broadwin et al., 2001). Routine activities of daily living such as walking, climbing steps, traveling or maneuvering within public spaces are physically difficult or impossible for the severely obese individual; these limitations also restrict or prevent participation in recreational activities or exercise programs (Pain and Wiles, 2006).

The seriousness of this issue lies in the fact that obesity-related physical limitations are even evident in young obese children, where lower body transfers, jumps and chair rises are already compromised (Riddiford-Harland et al., 2006). From the global perspective, strategies that target the musculoskeletal system need to be developed to prevent or reduce the magnitude of physical impairment in the growing older demographic with excessive weight (Kelly et al., 2008). In our opinion, exercise may be an ideal intervention to counteract some of the aging effects in skeletal muscle and the unfavorable shift in body composition in the older obese adult. This review presents the available high-quality evidence of various exercise modalities on functional ability and mobility. A brief summary of the potential mechanisms underlying the onset of sarcopenia in the older, obese adult is presented along with future directions for further research.

### 2. Adiposity, muscle strength, phenotype, and aging

A hypothetical model of the major influential factors on muscle deficiency and sarcopenia in the older, obese adult and potential pathways that lead to functional impairment and mobility disability are shown in Fig. 1. Given that both obesity and aging can independently contribute to muscle inadequacy and deterioration of mobility, the combination of the two likely exacerbates negative physiological changes in the musculoskeletal system and shapes an environment ideal for sarcopenia and loss of independence. The main physiological mechanisms that underlie skeletal muscle decline in aging and obesity include changes in body composition, muscle fiber type shifting, hormonal level decline, inflammation, psychosocial aspects, development of joint pain and sedentary behavior.

There is a relative decline in muscle mass and strength (Baumgartner et al., 2004) concurrent with elevations in fat mass (Schultz et al., 2002). By the age of 80 years, the older adult has lost 40% of their muscle mass compared to when they were 20 years of age, while fat mass increases differentially depending on the characteristics of the individual (Baumgartner et al., 1995; Gallagher et al., 1997). In addition, the number and size of skeletal muscle fibers (with preferential loss to the type II fibers) decreases with aging. In the obese, older adult, a lower proportion of type II fibers has been documented. Skeletal muscle protein synthesis decreases concurrent with muscle mitochondrial function (Marcell, 2003). Hence, aging is related with an overall reduction in muscle quality. Obesity may even exacerbate muscle fiber loss over the lifespan by reducing the muscle satellite cell DNA content and cell turnover (Peterson et al., 2008), potentially reducing the muscle’s ability to increase in size and keep a proportional tissue volume in light of increasing overall body volume. The importance of the fiber type alterations observed in aging and obesity is that muscle power and strength decline with this shift. A loss in muscle strength and power can directly lead to functional limitations and mobility disability (Puthoff and Nielsen, 2007).
Excessive adiposity is also disruptive to muscle architecture. Fat infiltrates muscle tissue to create a “marbling” effect (Zamboni et al., 2007). Histochemical data show elevations in triglyceride content in obese individuals, particularly in slower twitch fibers, compared to non-obese counterparts (Malenfant et al., 2001). Fat accumulation within muscle is also higher in elderly than young persons at any given BMI value (Beaufreere and Morio, 2000). Additionally, fat deposition is redistributed during aging, with fat accrual occurring more readily in the intra-abdominal (visceral) area compared to subcutaneous depot. Importantly, this redistribution of fat mass and relative decline in muscle mass can occur in even relatively weight-stable individuals (Newman et al., 2005).

The low proportion of muscle mass relative to the high proportion of fat mass can create frailty in the obese adult (Jarosz and Bellar, 2009). Frailty was originally characterized by Fried et al. (2001) as a condition that consists of at least three of five phenotypic criteria: unintentional weight loss, exhaustion, low physical activity, slowness, and weakness. Frailty has also been proposed more recently as a medical syndrome (Bandeen-Roche et al., 2006). Because sarcopenic obesity sufficiently fulfills the criteria of frailty, sarcopenic obesity is now being recognized as a syndrome of obese frailty (Roubenoff, 2004). A recent data analysis of 3055 community-dwelling men and women aged >65 years who participated in the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (Hubbard et al., 2009) has shown that frailty or frailty index was related to BMI in a U-shaped manner (i.e., higher frailty in people with extremes of low or high BMI). However, in people with large WC (≥88 cm in women and ≥102 cm in men), frailty exists in all BMI categories.

3. Hormonal influences on muscle

In general, men 65 years and older and women over 55 years of age, there is a withdrawal of growth hormone production and anabolic sex hormones from the circulation (“andropause” in men and menopause in women) (Seidman, 2007). Importantly, obesity exacerbates the drop in anabolic hormone production (Isidori et al., 2000), and testosterone levels are even lower in sarcopenic obese adults compared to their older obese counterparts. The growth hormone-insulin like growth factor (IGF-1) axis declines with aging and with obesity (Waters et al., 2008). This is problematic for skeletal muscle, as both GH and IGF-1 preserve muscle protein synthesis rates and prevent muscle degradation. Lower levels of anabolic hormones are directly related to low muscle strength (Stenholm et al., 2008).

Insulin resistance is a hallmark of obesity and can develop with advancing age (Zeyda and Stulnig, 2009). In normal healthy muscle, insulin is a potent stimulator of muscle anabolism; in aging and obesity, insulin levels significantly increase (Zeyda and Stulnig, 2009). Adipose infiltrate in skeletal muscle impairs the efficacy of insulin and glucagon while pancreatic adipose deposition causes decreased insulin secretion. Accumulation of visceral adipose tissue is directly toxic to the surrounding cells in organ tissues such as skeletal muscle and pancreas (Jarosz and Bellar, 2009). Also, the accumulation of fatty acids within muscle cells in obesity and aging interferes with the phosphorylation pathway of the insulin receptor and subsequently inhibits the GLUT-4 translocation (Evans et al., 2010). Excessive insulin levels in the resistant state impair several cellular pathways relating to signaling of muscle anabolism, mitochondrial function and protein synthesis (Guillet and Boirie, 2005). The muscle fiber quality and contractile efficiency decreases (Evans et al., 2010). In addition, insulin resistance is related to many clinical features such as skeletal muscle weakness and lower extremity mobility disability (Abbatecola and Paolisso, 2008).

4. Inflammation, oxidative stress and muscle strength

Sedentary behavior that occurs with obesity and older age leads to skeletal muscle mitochondrial dysfunction and fat accumulation between tissues and within muscle itself.
High adipose tissue volumes in the viscera and the intramuscular and perimuscular spaces are insidious in nature as they produce high levels of inflammatory proteins and cytokines such as C-reactive protein, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) interleukin-6 and interleukin 1β among others (Cesari et al., 2005). Adiposity creates a chronic, smoldering inflammatory environment that relates with muscle atrophy and the progression of sarcopenia (Schaap et al., 2006). TNF-α has a direct catabolic effect on muscle by impairing protein synthesis (Lambert et al., 2008), and rodent studies show that TNF-α induces loss of myonuclei and satellite cells due to mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis or activation of the death receptor pathway (Thornell, 2011).

Also, high circulating IL-6 levels and low IGF-1 levels act synergistically to impair mobility (Cappola et al., 2003). These cytokines have autocrine and paracrine effects that induce a feed-forward process of muscle catabolism. IL-6 acts directly on skeletal muscle and inhibits the anabolic activities of IGF-1, thereby attenuating protein synthesis and promoting muscle degradation. IL-6 and IGF-1 are also epidemiologically important because they are associated with low muscle strength in obese, older adults (Schrager et al., 2007).

Adipose tissue itself generates a myriad of hormones and other bioactive proteins, including leptin (in normal concentrations induces satiety, regulates body composition) and adiponectin (anti-inflammatory, antiatherogenic) (Wozniak et al., 2008). Obesity induces a state of leptin insensitivity and reduces adiponectin levels. Additional hypotheses suggest that excessive leptin and tumor necrosis factor-α contribute indirectly to sarcopenia by causing insulin resistance and attenuation of growth hormone levels. Attenuation of adiponectin perpetuates chronic inflammation in muscle tissue. Of recent interest is the association of inflammatory biomarkers and the presence of intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT). Both aging and obesity are physiological states in which infiltration of adipose tissue within skeletal muscle occurs. IMAT has been defined as the adipose tissue embedded under the fascia and between muscle groups; IL-6 levels are positively related with IMAT, and expression of inflammatory cytokines might locally control accrual of IMAT in specific muscles such as the erector spinae (Zoico et al., 2010). This is clinically significant as fat infiltration into muscle tissue is related with mobility limitations (Visser et al., 2002).

Evidence is mounting to suggest that a common mechanism that might link old age and obesity-related insulin resistance, inflammation and sarcopenia is oxidative stress (Vincent et al., 2007). Oxidative stress is the imbalance between the endogenous antioxidant defenses within tissues (enzymes, dietary vitamins and minerals, non-enzymatic antioxidants) and the overproduction of reactive oxygen species and free radicals. The net result of these processes is damage to contractile and mitochondrial enzymatic muscle proteins, lipids and DNA. Accumulation of these damaged mitochondrial and nuclear DNA molecules is believed to activate pro-apoptotic factors, fiber atrophy and myocyte loss (Meng and Yu, 2010). Advancing age (Combaret et al., 2009) and obesity (Vincent et al., 2007; Vincent and Taylor, 2006) have both independently been shown to create oxidative stress, but, together, exacerbate this unfavorable condition. Free radical activity has been implicated in the contractile dysfunction within skeletal muscle through impairment of the actomyosin interaction, thereby reducing muscle force (Cooke, 2007). Also, elevation of inflammatory cytokines such as TNFα can act at the skeletal muscle to increase cytosolic oxidant activity; these oxidants impair myofibrillar activity and reduce specific force values of the muscle (Reid and Moylan, 2011). Recently, it has been postulated that oxidative stress biomarkers might be useful predictors of mobility impairment in the elderly (Cesari et al., 2006).
5. Psychosocial aspects in functional decline

Physical restrictions may be due in part to psychosocial factors. For example, we recently found that obese individuals demonstrated higher levels of kinesiophobia (fear of movement due to pain) compared with non-obese individuals (Vincent et al., 2010a,b). Interestingly, kinesiophobia corresponds with significantly higher perceptions of disability with regard to performing activities such as jumping, climbing stairs, running, rising from a chair and other tasks of mobility. However, fear of movement was not related with direct functional tests of knee or back flexibility or strength in obese persons. Other studies indicate that obese and morbidly obese patients with knee osteoarthritis (Somers et al., 2008, 2009), pain catastrophizing levels are proportional to the severity of pain. This is particularly true when somatization and catastrophic thinking patterns are present. A focus on the pain and negative aspects of pain likely contribute to hypervigilance to pain sensations and physical inactivity (Roelofs et al., 2004). In some obese individuals, the anticipation of pain heightens anxiety and somatic arousal with exercise and other physical activities (Smits et al., 2010); this may foster preferential activity avoidance due to anticipation of pain. Therefore, physical activity plans should encompass components that positively address the fear of movement, negative anticipation of exercise and reducing somatic focus to ensure long-term success with exercise adherence.

6. Pain during exercise

A major contributing factor to obesity-related disability is musculoskeletal pain (Lamb et al., 2000). The most probable cause for pain in obese adults is development of, or flaring of, osteoarthritis-induced inflammation (Grotle et al., 2008). Pain is a psychosocial factor that may contribute to avoidance of physical activity and the development of muscle deficiency in the obese, older adult. Pain, especially in the low back and in the lower extremity contributes to mobility disability in obese individuals (Lamb et al., 2000; Weaver et al., 2009). Worse yet, multiple comorbidities that commonly exist with either obesity or old age may generate exercise-induced pain and discomfort, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, vascular disease, fibromyalgia (Okifuji et al., 2010), gout and anxiety/depression. With regard to musculoskeletal issues, excessive weight and age are major, independent risk factors for joint degeneration and osteoarthritis. The underlying mechanisms of joint pain in obesity may be due to adiposity-related joint loading and aberrant biomechanics. Pain with physical activity initiates a downward spiral of avoidance of activity and muscle disuse; over time, sedentary behavior worsens muscle weakness and contributes to muscle wasting. Joint pain may be due to the mechanical stress of loading on weight-bearing joints, systemic or localized inflammation, and cartilaginous degradation. Pain triggers activity avoidance behaviors and fear of movement, and consequential sedentary behaviors lead to progressive weight gain. While evidence in the obese, older demographic is sparse, our laboratory showed that obese individuals have higher fear of movement than non-obese counterparts, and this was related with a higher self-reported disability level (Vincent et al., 2010a). Pain during activity can severely limit mobility and serves as a reliable indicator of physical function in elderly adults (Heuts et al., 2004).

Lower extremity pain, particularly in the knee and ankle, contributes to mobility disability in obese individuals (Lamb et al., 2000; Weaver et al., 2009). Obesity and lower body joint pain may accelerate the severity of mobility disability and worsen gait (Marks, 2007). The subclassifications of kinesiophobia, activity avoidance and the somatic focus of pain, both may perpetuate a vicious cycle in which avoidance of movement facilitates weight gain and worsening of joint pain. The alternative point-of-view is that weight loss reduces joint pain severity, and that pain attenuation is directly related to gains in physical function (Messier et
The necessity of managing joint pain through weight loss has powerful implications for the maintenance of independence and functional mobility with aging.

7. Sedentary behavior

A sedentary life-style is a major risk for weight gain (LaMonte and Blair, 2006). Obese persons demonstrate patterns of less physical activity and this may perpetuate the decline in muscle strength (Duvigneaud et al., 2008). Muscle atrophy attenuates resting and exercise metabolic rates which can work in concert with sedentary behavior to promote weight gain (Stenholm et al., 2008). While sedentary behavior and lower levels of activity may coexist in obese adults (Martínez-González et al., 1999), the relationship between these factors in older obese adults is less studied. Existing cross-sectional data show that high body weight is related with low physical activity patterns (Chen and Guo, 2008; Kyle et al., 2004; Lebrun et al., 2006) and less participation in ambulatory activity such as walking (Swartz et al., 2007). One cross-sectional study found that among older men, low participation in leisure time physical activity and walking was associated with high rates of disability and obesity (Di Francesco et al., 2005). In this group, appendicular skeletal muscle mass was also directly related with participation in high-intensity exercise (e.g., brisk walking, gardening). The highest self-reported disability was found in sedentary participants who had BMI values exceeding 25 kg/m$^2$ (Di Francesco et al., 2005). These findings were similar to others reporting that the more time engaged in leisure time physical activity rather than being sedentary was related to appendicular muscle mass (Raguso et al., 2006), and that physical activity was a key determinant of muscle strength in elderly obese women (Rolland et al., 2004).

Reductions in skeletal muscle cross-sectional area that occur with disuse can primarily be attributed to a decrease in protein synthesis; lower protein synthesis rates occur with decreased loading, and mRNA translation (an essential step in protein synthesis) is slowed (Urso, 2009). In clinical populations, the relationships between muscle disuse, sarcopenia and functional impairment are complicated by the use of comorbid medications for conditions such as hypertension. For example, recent evidence shows that losartan (antihypertensive) can activate the transforming growth factor-β signaling cascade and improve muscle remodeling processes and protect against disuse atrophy (Burks et al., 2011). An alternative view is that muscle disuse and sedentary behavior are also the endpoints secondary to pain symptoms and fear avoidance in the older, obese adult.

8. Obesity and exercise impairment in the older adult

Skeletal muscle loss and fat accrual, together, relate to reductions in physical function (Broadwin et al., 2001). Recent data demonstrate that muscle fat infiltration is associated with reduced strength (Visser et al., 2002) and higher incidence of disability (Visser et al., 2005). There is a strong likelihood that the additive effects of skeletal muscle decline and fat tissue accumulation (Zamboni et al., 2007) facilitate the cycle of weight gain, systemic inflammation and loss of skeletal muscle mass. With increases in body weight, the compressive forces increase within the load-bearing joints, contributing to incapacitating pain. The collective influence of pain and worsening inflammation increase the risk for physical weakness and functional impairment in the obese, older adult. There is higher mobility disability in women than men with advancing age. Presently, the mechanisms to explain this finding are not known, but could be related to sarcopenia, especially in severe obesity (Davison et al., 2002), higher perceived levels of functional disability in women than men (Merrill et al., 1997), and lower levels of physical activity across the lifespan in women than men (U.S. Department, 1996). Others have proposed that this finding may also be due in part to a “survivor effect” (Davison et al., 2002); typically, women live longer, and the
aging male populations who were participants in these studies could have been self-selected as those with better health compared to the general U.S. population. When separated from other characteristics such as gender, ethnicity and race, obesity confers major adverse effects on the musculoskeletal system in the older adult. Among several treatment options for the obese older adult with functional limitations, exercise is a foundational treatment. Given that decreased muscle mass and/or excessive fat mass are related with diminished strength and exercise capacity (Thomas, 2007) and functional disability (Lebrun et al., 2006; Ramsay et al., 2006; Sternfeld et al., 2002; Visser et al., 1998a,b), exercise is ideal is address these issues.

9. Exercise interventions in the obese, older adult

Obesity interventions for the older adult have been controversial in the past due to the apparent medical risks that weight loss can pose with aging. In 2005, the American Society for Nutrition and the NAASO, The Obesity Society stated their position on the issue, recommending that obese older persons engage in weight-loss regimens that will minimize the loss of lean body mass if they are afflicted by functional limitations or medical complications as a result of their obesity (Villareal et al., 2005). While there are a significant number of exercise-related studies in the literature on the obese aging population, this review will focus on the randomized controlled trials (RCT) of exercise interventions in this group. All studies included some assessment of objective functional outcomes that may have reflected a positive influence on sarcopenia and/or frailty and improvement in functional independence. The sample studied had to include participants ≥60 years, and inclusion of outcomes relating to changes in body composition and physical function, particularly with maximal strength and mobility activities such as walking endurance, stair climb and chair rise, among others. Available studies have been grouped into those that examined (1) aerobic exercise and resistance exercise programs compared with control groups, (2) multimodal exercise programs compared with control groups, and (3) multimodal exercise with or without dietary change or caloric restriction.

9.1. Aerobic and resistance exercise programs vs. control groups

Several RCTs were identified that included resistance exercise (RX) and/or aerobic exercise (AX) (Table 1). RX encompasses resistance exercise machines, strengthening exercise with body weight or weights added to the body and home-based strengthening exercise. AX involves rhythmic, large muscle activity such as brisk walking, stationary cycling, stair stepping or aquatic exercise. Two studies were completed in the U.S. (Avila et al., 2010; Vincent et al., 2006), three in Canada (Bouchard et al., 2009, 2010; Davison et al., 2002), and one in Korea (Lim et al., 2010). Intervention periods ranged from 2 to 6 months in duration and were comprised of sample sizes of 27–75 participants.

Four studies examined the effects of RX protocols. Vincent et al. (2006) tested whether 6 months of RX training using weight machines three times a week at moderate to high intensity work-loads (16–18 on the Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale [RPE]) would differentially improve body strength and walking time to exhaustion compared to a non-exercise control period in obese and non-obese adults. The obese RX training group lost fat mass and demonstrated a 15% increase in walking time and an 18% increase in overall strength compared to no significant changes in the control group. Bouchard et al. (2009, 2010) published two studies from a population of Canadian women. In the first study, participants were randomized to one of four groups for a 3-month intervention: diet, diet and RX, RX alone or a control group. Those in the RX groups performed supervised sessions of leg press, chest press, leg extension, shoulder press, sit-ups, seated rows, triceps extensions, arm curls, calf press (3 sets of 8 repetitions each). The dietary component included nutritionist-supervised food selection to match the American Heart Association.
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recommendations for healthy diets. Objective assessment of physical function consisted of a comprehensive Global Physical Activity battery of ten different tasks (see Table 1 legend for the tasks) at baseline and month 3. Consistent improvements were made in number of chair rises made in 30 s, velocity of walking backward, and one-legged squat strength by the end of the study (Bouchard et al., 2009). In the second study by Bouchard et al. (2010), another analysis was performed on the groups that completed Diet and RX + Diet interventions and control. This correlation analysis demonstrated that the magnitude of the objective changes were consistently higher than those reported by participants with subjective assessment of physical function (Short Form 36 Physical Function subscore; r = 0.32, p = 0.07). A possibility is that these women were either already relatively high functioning before the study, or had adapted to the environment based on obesity limitations making the perceived improvements less sensitive to RX and RX + Diet intervention. Avila et al. (2010) compared the effects of 10 weeks of moderate RX + Diet on muscle quality, thigh tissue composition and various strength, power and physical function assessments. The dietary component consisted of 30-min dietician-led dietary education sessions on the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) on a weekly basis. The RX + Diet group demonstrated increases in leg press muscle strength compared with baseline (453 ± 36 to 513 ± 39 N) and in muscle quality (1.97 ± 0.09 to 2.19 ± 0.13 N/cm²). Both the RX + Diet and Diet groups demonstrated improvements in the time to complete five chair stands (16% and 11.4%, respectively) and time to complete a 400-m walk (12% and 15% improvements, respectively). Compared with the Diet group, the RX + Diet group had significant reductions in body fat mass, thigh adipose tissue, intramuscular adipose tissue, subcutaneous adipose tissue and low density muscle areas, and increases in overall lean mass, total muscle area and normal density muscle (all p < 0.05).

A 6-month investigation was conducted to determine the independent and combined effects of RX and AX on functional limitations in abdominally obese older men and women (Davidson et al., 2009). Participants were randomized to AX (150 min weekly accumulated time), RX (60 min weekly accumulated time), AX + RX (150 min weekly accumulated time) or a control group. Compared with baseline, the number of chair stands completed in 30 s increased in all intervention groups, with greater changes in the RX and AX + RX groups than AX (changes of 4.3 and 5.89 vs. 4.0 rises). More steps were achieved during the 2-min step test in the AX + RX compared with the RX and AX groups (changes of 26.88 vs. 19.58 and 17.00 steps). Improvements were made in the 8-ft up-and-go test in all groups relative to the control group (−0.45 to −0.60 s vs. −0.05 s; p < 0.05). The greatest loss in fat mass occurred in the AX + RX group, and gain in skeletal muscle occurred in the RX and AX + RX groups at month 6 (p < 0.05). Hence, functional improvements are enhanced with the addition of RX to exercise programs.

Aquatic exercise (AQE) was used as an intervention to promote weight loss and increase physical function in women with knee osteoarthritis. The efficacy of 2 months of conditioning exercise (supervised; 40 min sessions of joint mobilization, strengthening exercise, range of motion, isometric leg press and leg extensions, bicycling) was compared to 2 months of AQE (40 min sessions at 65% maximal heart rate for underwater cycling, walking, running with weight cuffs) on knee strength, torque and subjective knee function scores (WOMAC scores). The control group performed home-based exercises for the legs. The WOMAC score decreased from 35.1 ± 11.3 points to 20.9 ± 9.9 points and from 33.6 ± 12.6 to 23.6 ± 12.8 points in the AQE and conditioning exercise at month 2 (p < 0.05). A 33% reduction in pain interference occurred in the AQE group compared to the remaining two groups (p < 0.05). These positive changes in function and pain were accompanied by 1.1% and 1.6% reductions in body fat and body weight, respectively in the AQE group (p < 0.05).
These data were supported by a non-randomized, small, Australian study (Henwood and Taaffe, 2005) in which adults 60–80 years of age were placed into an RX group (three sets of 8 repetitions at 65% of maximal strength on Maxim® machines: bench press, seated row, shoulder press, leg press, leg extension, leg curl, and seated calf press) or a control, non-exercise group for 8 weeks. Physical function assessments were collected at baseline and week 8. After RX, muscle strength on all machines increased. Also, the scores for the floor rise to standing, 6-m walking speed and chair rise time improved by 10.4%, 6.6% and 10%, respectively, with no change in the control group ($p < 0.05$).

### 9.2. Multimodal exercise vs. control groups

Some studies have incorporated a variety of exercise stimuli that provide a combination of aerobic, resistive and flexibility components to the obese older population (Table 2). Available RCTs from the U.K. and U.S. have provided multimodal activity programs ranging from 3 to 12 months in duration, with sample sizes ranging from 26 to 424 participants (Grant et al., 2004; Manini et al., 2010; Schlenk et al., 2011). Dietary advice was provided to all participants by nurses in one study, which consisted of adapting cooking methods with the goals of decreasing fat intake and increasing intake of fruits and vegetables (Grant et al., 2004).

Grant et al. (2004) randomized British women to either an exercise program or a control group for a 3-month study. The exercise group participated in 40-min classes twice a week; the sessions were comprised of 10 min of gentle, large body movements to warm up, 20 min of low impact aerobic dance activity to music, and 5 min of functional strengthening exercise (squats, side leg raises, inner thigh lifts, wall press ups, triceps extensions and abdominal exercise), followed by a 5 min flexibility-based cool-down period. At month 3, the exercise group improved chair rise time from 32.4 ± 7.4 to 29.1 ± 5.5 s, up-and-go test time from 9.4 ± 2.7 to 7.9 ± 1.6 s and 20-m walk time from 17.4 ± 3.5 to 15.7 ± 1.7 s (all $p < 0.05$), whereas the control group did not demonstrate changes in these variables. A 1.7 kg weight loss occurred in the exercise group by month 3, but fat loss was not detected this was likely due to the use of less sensitive skin fold assessment.

A secondary analysis was performed from the Lifestyle Interventions and Independence for Elders Pilot (LIFE-P) study (Manini et al., 2010). Obese and non-obese participants were randomized to either a multimodal physical activity (PA) group or a “successful aging” control group (SA). The PA group participated in the program for 1 year; during months 1 and 2, participants performed supervised exercise sessions at moderate intensity three times a week (40–60 min per session, walking exercise, strength exercises [standing chair squats, toe stands, leg curl, knee extensions, side hip raises with ankle weights] and balance [dual and single legged standing movements]). From month 2 to 6, exercise volume was progressively increased and participants performed more home exercise sessions and fewer supervised sessions. From month 6 to 12, participants were encouraged to complete five sessions a week of exercise at home, with monthly visits to the lab. The SA group attended weekly group presentations on topics related to health and aging, with upper body stretching. The obese PA and SA groups made mean improvements in Short Physical Performance battery (SPPB) scores at month 6 (0.98 and 0.66 points, respectively; $p < 0.05$); at month 12, the obese group demonstrated a slow rate of decline in SPPB scores from month 6. The 400-m walk speed actually declined in both the PA and SA groups (mean difference in walk speed at months 6 and 12 were 0.009 m/s and 0.014 m/s). These data suggest that multimodal exercise with significant weight loss may increase overall physical function, but does not necessarily transfer to longer mobility tasks such as the 400-m walk.

Similar findings were reported by Schlenk et al. (2011) who studied obese persons with knee OA. A total of 26 randomized participants received either a 6-month lower extremity and
fitness walking intervention or a non-exercise control. At month 6, the SPPB scores and 6-min walking performance increased. The WOMAC physical function subscale was a surrogate for self-efficacy, and those individuals randomized to the exercise group showed a tendency for self-efficacy by month 6 compared with the control group.

9.3. Multimodal exercise and dietary interventions vs. control groups

Several RCTS were identified that incorporated multimodal exercise with dietary modification. All studies were performed in the U.S., ranging in sample size from 24 to 316 participants (Table 3). Five studies focused on persons with knee OA (Focht et al., 2005; Messier et al., 2000, 2004; Miller et al., 2008; van Goor et al., 2005). Four studies used a two group, prospective study design in which the multimodal exercise program was compared with a control group (Anton et al., 2011; Frimel et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008; Villareal et al., 2006).

Villareal et al. (2006) randomized frail, older, obese women to a 6.5-month intervention involving 90 min group sessions of flexibility, endurance, strength and balance exercises and a daily caloric deficit of 750 kcal/day, or a control group that was instructed to maintain normal diet and exercise patterns during the study period. The treatment group was targeted to lose 10% of body weight by the end of the study. The modified Physical Performance test (PPT; 7 tasks of physical ability, listed in Table 3 footnote) and body composition was measured at baseline and at the end of the study. The treatment group lost an average of 8.2 ± 5.7 kg (8.4% body weight) by the study’s end. Knee extension and flexion improved 12.9–25.5%, walking speed increased 7.6%, one legged balance stand increased 79.5% and the time to complete an obstacle course was reduced by 11.3% in the intervention group. The PPT score improved by 9.2% and decreased by 0.4% in the treatment and control groups, respectively (p < 0.05). At the end of the study, the intervention group decreased fat mass by an average of 6.6 ± 3.4%, vs. a 1.7 kg increase in the control group. In both groups, fat free mass was reduced by 1.2 ± 2.1 in the treatment group and by 1.0 ± 3.5 kg in the control group (p < 0.05). After controlling for changes in knee strength, changes in body weight correlated with changes in PPT scores (−0.51, p = 0.01).

In the Physical activity, Inflammation and Body Composition Trial, persons with knee OA were randomized to either a treatment group or a control group (Miller et al., 2008). The goal of the study was to lose 10% of body weight by month 6. The treatment consisted of a diet component: partial meal replacement (shakes, bars), dietician-led nutrition education sessions, lifestyle behavioral modifications in group sessions (3× week) and individually (1× month); and an exercise component: structured, supervised training (3× week) performing 20 min of strengthening (four stations of machines, weighted vests and cuffs: leg extension, leg curl, heel raise, step-ups), 20 min of AX (predominantly walking, occasionally stationary cycling at 50–85% of age-predicted heart rate reserve). The control group met bimonthly as a group to hear presentations on health topics, exercise and OA. Performance measures of 6-min walk distance and stair climb time were assessed at baseline and month 6. Pooled data analysis of the two groups revealed mean improvements in the 6-min walk distance (from 445.3 ± 11.2 m to 493.4 ± 12.4 m; p < 0.05), and in the stair climb time (from 9.5 ± 0.5 s to 9.2 ± 0.7 s; p < 0.05). While the treatment group lost 8.7 ± 0.8% body weight, the control group did not lose weight (0.0%).

Given the potential for diet-induced weight loss therapy to exacerbate sarcopenia, Frimel et al. (2008) tested whether adding multimodal exercise to a diet program could attenuate muscle mass loss and physical function decline in frail, obese, older adults. Participants were randomized to a Diet group alone (prescribed a daily 750 kcal deficit for a targeted total weight loss of 10%), or Exercise + Diet group (exercise consisted of three 90 min sessions per week, a total of 72 sessions; 15 min of flexibility, 30 min of low impact AX, 30
of progressive, high intensity RX [8–12 repetitions at 65–85% of maximal strength on squats, leg press, knee extension, knee flexion, seated row, upright row, seated chest press, biceps curl and triceps extension using a squat rack and Hoist machine}). At month 6, there were significant improvements in strength for the Exercise + Diet group compared with the control group (p < 0.05) for all exercises except for biceps curl. While both groups lost body mass and fat mass, the loss of fat-free mass was attenuated in the Exercise + Diet group compared to the control (1.8 ± 1.5 kg vs. 3.5 ± 2.1 kg; p < 0.05). In addition, the reduction in the lean mass in both the upper and lower extremities were less in the Exercise + Diet group than the control group (both p < 0.05).

Sedentary African-American and Caucasian women with mild to moderate functional limitations were randomized to either a 6-month weight loss plus exercise group (WL + E) or a control group (Anton et al., 2011). Women in the WL + E group performed supervised sessions three times a week, for progressively longer durations. Once a daily exercise time of 150 min was achieved this was maintained for the study duration. Exercise consisted of walking exercise at an intensity corresponding to a score of ‘13’ on the Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale, and resistive exercise (two sets of 10 repetitions of wide leg squat, standing leg curl, knee extension, side hip raise and toe stand) at and RPE of ‘15’. Compared with controls, the WL + E demonstrated an increase in 400-m walking speed by month 6 (0.16 0.03 vs. 0.02 0.03 m/s; p < 0.05) with no difference between ethnic groups (mean change by month 6 0.13–0.19 m/s). The SPPB scores improved in both study groups, but the WL + E group exhibited a greater improvement (mean change was 1.8 ± 0.4 points vs. 0.8 ± 0.3 points). Knee extension strength did not change in either group during the study.

Messier and colleagues have performed several rigorous research studies in obese older adults with knee OA and physical function. In 2000, a preliminary study examined the differential efficacy of exercise and Exercise + Diet on knee pain symptoms and physical function over a 6-month period (Messier et al., 2000). Exercise consisted of 1 h sessions of combined AX and RX 3 days a week. The RX program included seven upper and lower body exercises using dumbbells or cuff weights, and the AX was walking at 50–75% of heart rate reserve. Dietary therapy consisted of 1 h group sessions per week, during which participants would receive instruction, perform problem solving, sample healthful foods and food record keeping. Compared to baseline, 6 min walk distance increased 1408 to 1718 ± 41 feet and from 1408 to 1821 ± 36 in the Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups by month 6. Similarly, stair climb time improved from 9.81 s to 8.67 and 7.39 s in the Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups, respectively (all changes p < 0.05). These functional changes corresponded with 4.0 1.8 kg (Exercise group) and 18.8 ± 8.5 kg of body weight loss (Exercise Diet group) at month 6, with differences between groups (p < 0.05). Also, 17–20% improvements in self-reported Fitness Arthritis and Seniors Trial Functional Performance Inventory summary scores were reported for the two study groups. Importantly, OA pain symptoms severity and frequency decreased depending on the task performed (ambulation vs. transfers) and the group.

The Arthritis, Diet and Physical Promotion Trial (ADAPT) generated three papers relevant to this review. ADAPT was a single-blinded, controlled study in obese older adults (Messier et al., 2004) that was designed to compared the effects of four interventions over an 18-month period: (1) exercise only (15 min AX at 50–75% heart rate reserve, 15 min RX with two sets of 12 repetitions of leg extension, leg curl, heel raise and step-ups using cuff weights and vests, and cool down 15 min); (2) diet (three phase diet intervention with the goal of losing and maintaining 5% of body weight); (3) exercise and diet, and (4) a control group (“healthy lifestyle,” no intervention). An additive effect of exercise and diet was found for 6 min walk test distance and improvements in stair climb time. For example, the
Diet, Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups increased walk distance by 9.7, 48.6 and 61.6 m, whereas the Control group decreased distance by 4.7 m at month 18 ($p < 0.05$). Similarly, the Diet, Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups decreased stair climb time by 1.3, 1.6 and 2.5 s, but the Control group demonstrated a 0.2 s decrease in time ($p < 0.05$). Eighteen-month reductions in knee pain were greater in the Exercise + Diet group compared to controls (30.3% vs. 16%; $p < 0.05$). Weight loss was greatest in the Exercise + Diet and Diet groups (5.7% and 4.9% of body weight) compared with the Exercise and Control groups (3.7% and 1.2% body weight). Focht et al. (2005) performed an analysis of a subgroup of obese participants from the ADAPT trial to determine whether self-efficacy and pain mediated improvements in physical function. Participants were asked to rate their level of certainty from 0 to 10 of being able to complete laps during walking or to climb sets of stairs. At month 18, the largest changes in self-efficacy occurred in the Exercise + Diet group for both activities (13.41 and 18.51 points), and the lowest changes in self-efficacy occurred in the control group (2.04 and 5.01 points; $p < 0.05$). Pain and self-efficacy were found to be independent predictors for physical function, and the participants who had the greatest reduction in pain and highest change in self-efficacy exhibited the greatest improvement in stair climbing ability and walking distance. The third paper presented a secondary analysis of the ADAPT trial data with 156 participants to determine whether adherence rate was related to changes in physical function at months 6 and 18 (van Gool et al., 2005). After stratification of participants on adherence level during training, tertile analysis revealed a dose response association between session completion rate and improvement in walking distance by month 18 ($\beta = 0.39$, $p < 0.01$). The 18-month change in BMI was also correlated with the change in 6-month walking distance ($r = -0.24$; $p < 0.05$).

Most recently, a four group RCT was performed by Villareal et al. (2011) to determine the comparative effects of multimodal exercise on PPT scores after a 12-month intervention. Secondary outcomes included the time to complete an obstacle course, fastest gait speed during a 25-foot walk and static balance. Participants were assigned to a Control group, a Diet group, an Exercise group or a Diet + Exercise group. The diet intervention consisted of a prescription of a 500–750 kcal daily deficit, with 1 g/kg body mass of high quality protein per day. The target weight loss was 10% of body weight. The exercise component included 90 min sessions of AX (treadmill walking, stationary cycling, stair climbing at 65% up to 75% peak heart rate), RX (1–2 sets at 12 repetitions on nine machines at 65% of their 1-repetition–maximal strength). All participants received 1500 mg calcium and 1000 IU vitamin D per day. The Control group received only monthly meetings with the staff to discuss healthy living. The average PPT scores increased more in the Diet + Exercise group than the Diet or Exercise groups at month 12 (5.4 ± 2.4 points vs. 3.1 ± 1.4 and 4.0 ± 2.5 points; $p < 0.05$). Similarly, the change in peak fitness values was greater in the Diet + Exercise group than the Diet or Exercise groups (16.1% vs. 8.0% and 9.6%; $p < 0.05$). Obstacle course completion times improved by 16% and 14% in the Diet + Exercise and Exercise groups, and walking speed increased by 23% and 11% in these same two groups by month 12 ($p < 0.05$). Muscle strength increased by 30% and 33% in the Diet + Exercise and Exercise groups ($p < 0.05$). Body weight decreased 8.6–9.3% and fat mass 15–17% in the Diet and Diet + Exercise groups, with minimal change in the other two groups after the intervention. Lean mass decreased the least in the Exercise group (2.2%), and the Diet group lost the most muscle mass (5.2%; $p < 0.05$). Interestingly, the changes in subjective functional status questionnaire scores were improved most in the groups who performed exercise, with persons in the Diet + Exercise group reporting the greatest change at month 12. While weight loss alone helped to attenuate frailty, the combination of exercise with diet was most effective among the treatments for muscle strength and performance.
10. Additional benefits of exercise in obesity

Several physiological pathways that contribute to sarcopenia in the obese older adult may be favorably altered by exercise, such as inflammation and oxidative stress as shown in Fig. 2. Smaller studies that propose possible mechanisms linking body composition change, functional improvement and preservation of muscle mass and quality with exercise. For example, 12 weeks of low glycemic index diets coupled with supervised AX (60 min per session, 5 days/week at 80–85% heart rate) reduces BMI by approximately 7%, and decreases the cytokine production by monocytes (IL-6, TNF-α) in obese, older adults (Kelly et al., 2011). Dutheil et al. (2010) studied 14 participants who completed 3 weeks of an intensive supervised intervention followed by 5 months of autonomous lifestyle change. Exercise consisted of 3 h walking, pool and fitness at 40–60% heart rate reserve for 6 days/week; a nutritionist implemented a 500 kcal deficit diet for the group. At month 6, BMI decreased by 6%, body fat percentage decreased by 6.5% and lean mass decreased by 2.5% (p < 0.0001). Body composition changes corresponded with reductions in circulating TNF-α levels (from 11.1 to 0.8 pg/ml) and in CRP levels (from 3.92 to 2.45 mg/l) (Dutheil et al., 2010).

Tai Chi exercise, when practiced for 12 weeks three times per week, compared with time-matched aerobic dance activity, can significantly reduce triglyceride levels, CRP levels and oxidative stress biomarkers such as malondialdehyde in obese older adults (Chen et al., 2010). Importantly, reductions in joint pain can occur with regular exercise training, as shown by reductions in knee pain up to 30% from baseline (Messier et al., 2004). With less pain, self-efficacy levels rise, fear of movement is reduced and this promotes increased participation in other physical activities. These collective improvements can positively mediate changes in functional capacity (Focht et al., 2005).

11. Caloric restriction strategies and complementing exercise benefits in older, obese adult

Evidence is emerging regarding different dietary restriction patterns on body composition and other physiological markers. In our opinion, dietary strategies that preserve muscle mass while reducing fat mass would be ideal to augment physical effects of regular exercise in the older, obese population. Long term caloric restriction can delay the age related reductions in upper leg muscle mass, preserve muscle cross-sectional area and type II fibers (McKiernan et al., 2011). Energy restriction can combat the age-related functional impairment of muscle mitochondria, reducing the volume of muscle fiber mitochondrial DNA mutations, electron transport abnormalities and fiber morphology aberrations (Marzetti et al., 2009). The amount of TNF-α expressed in myocytes and myocyte death triggered by TNF-α can also be reduced by caloric restriction (Phillips and Leeuwenburgh, 2005). When long term caloric restriction is combined with life-long exercise in rodents, the level of age-related oxidative stress and rate of skeletal muscle cell death is attenuated (Wohlgemuth et al., 2010). These beneficial protections afforded by caloric restriction show promise as an excellent adjuvant to regular exercise for preserving skeletal muscle mass and muscle function with aging.

Recent studies have compared whether daily caloric restriction or intermittent fasting (partial or complete) is more effective in favorably changing body composition and body weight (Harvie et al., 2011; Heilbronn et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2007). Intermittent fasting involves alternating days of ad libitum feeding and restricted or partially restricted feeding (e.g., canned meal replacement shakes or 25% of baseline energy needs). The findings revealed that 22 days of intermittent fasting reduced body and fat mass by 2.5–4% while the rate of fat oxidation increased 57% while the rate of carbohydrate oxidation decreased by
53% (Heilbronn et al., 2005). Related studies documented significant reductions in insulin, TNF-α, oxidative stress biomarker levels following 8 weeks of alternate day calorie restriction (Johnson et al., 2007). Weight loss can be successfully achieved in both the continuous and the intermittent approaches (Harvie et al., 2011). These collective dietary-induced improvements can positively contribute to muscle preservation and reduction of body fat and would likely complement the exercise benefits reviewed in this paper. While most of these studies involved younger populations, similar methods may be applied to older, obese adults. Advantages of alternate day dietary restriction or fasting include a wider appeal to the obese population who may not be able to achieve the stringent behaviors necessary with a continuous diet of caloric restriction.

11.1. Unanswered questions

The reviewed studies provide exciting evidence that exercise can help combat sarcopenia and functional decline in the obese older adult; however, there are some limitations to the existing literature that deserve comment. Most of the interventions presented ranged from 2 to 18 months; additional studies are needed to prospectively follow the adherence patterns of this population to prescribed exercise and dietary recommendations after the study duration and what percentage of the participants relapse to unhealthy habits. This issue is critical, as health care utilization may be higher for those who relapse compared to those who maintain adopted exercise and diet patterns. While the preponderance of the RCTs used supervised exercise training programs, it is unclear whether home-based, community or partner-based programs are also effective in increasing muscle mass and performance. At the present time, we have little evidence evaluating the translational efficacy of the exercise program into other settings such as home, in community facilities or small groups. A major goal should include developing methods to help bring exercise programming and dietary modification to other sites than the laboratory to help reach as much of the aging obese demographic as possible. Interesting data in obese women aged 50–75 years from rural communities who were prescribed a 6-month exercise and diet intervention through the Cooperative Extension Services and followed by extended care (phone counseling or individual counseling sessions) reduced body weight and maintained most of that weight loss by month 18 (Perri et al., 2008). Application of extended care may be particularly useful in the aging obese population.

Additional evidence of the efficacy of exercise training for the severely obese demographic is also lacking. Because the morbidly obese population is on the rise, the prevalence of disability due to obesity will be increasing. It is not yet known whether there is an optimal exercise type, frequency or duration that might be most effective for the attenuation of sarcopenia in this group. Examination of the dosage effect of exercise on functional performance outcomes and mobility would provide practitioners, therapists and physiologists a framework from which to structure long term plans for the obese patients. The RCTs reviewed in this study primarily focused on comparing one type of treatment to another, rather than the dosage or exposure to a given exercise stimulus. Only one of the studies discussed the potential differences in responsiveness between racial groups, and most of the single sex studies were in women. Additional data examining different racial, ethnic and gender differences in functional improvement or sarcopenia would be highly valuable from the clinical standpoint. Finally, most studies reported that fat loss or body weight occurred with Exercise or Exercise + Diet interventions. In the populations who experience chronic joint pain, it is not yet clear how reductions in body fat, body weight, inflammation, oxidative stress relative and pain mediate changes in function.
11.2. Future directions

The trend for obesity-related disability in older adults is worsening. NHANES III data show that functional impairment for tasks related to lower body function are becoming more prevalent within the obese (≥30 kg/m^2) segment of the population from the years 1994–2004. Among the obese segment of the population, 36.8% reported disability in 1994, whereas 42.2% reported disability and functional impairment in 2004 (Alley and Chang, 2007). Given that obesity and muscle loss has a multifaceted etiology, it is likely that obesity related disability will need to be examined from several aspects to fully understand how to counteract it. Areas to address in the future in obese, older adults include longitudinal examination of skeletal muscle phenotypic and contractile changes in relation to adiposity over time, and comparison of systemic inflammatory and biochemical parameters that can influence strength and body composition across the BMI spectrum or based on different assessments of body composition. Factors that can contribute to obesity disability in later life that require examination include personality traits, behavioral traits or genetic phenotypes associated with development of severe obesity.

Finally, an area ripe for research is the incorporation of technology and the use of extended care options to encourage wide spread use of exercise programs among the obese older population. If personalized counseling is not an option, or is cost prohibitive, interactive technology may helpful in providing exercise programs and dietary guidance for weight loss and improved function. Mobile phone-based applications or Internet-based websites could be very useful and easy to manage and could provide immediate feedback on patterns of daily exercise. Customized exercise plans (with or without diet) could also be developed for the individual to target specific functional or mobility goals. These options may be interactive, engaging, and non-threatening for the older, obese adult.

12. Conclusion

Exercise training is an effective intervention to combat the collective effects of aging and obesity on functional decline, sarcopenia and frailty. Exercise studies with and without diet components reviewed here show that comprehensive programs 3–18 months in duration that included AX and RX (2–3 days per week) with caloric restriction (approximately 750 kcal deficit/day) incurred the greatest improvement in functional performance compared with exercise or diet conditions alone. RX can minimize muscle mass loss with the interventions that include diet components. Exercise can also counteract factors that contribute to sarcopenia, including inflammation, oxidative stress and insulin resistance. Regular multimodal exercise coupled with diet appears to be effective for counteracting sarcopenic obesity and functional mobility disability in the older, obese adult.
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Fig. 1.
A proposed model of the contributing major factors to muscle mass insufficiency and sarcopenia in obese, older adults (AOX, antioxidant; IGF, insulin like growth factor; IMAT, intramuscular adipose tissue; IL-1, interleukin 1; IL-6, interleukin 6; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α; CRP, C reactive protein). + denotes a positive effect on the downstream variable.
Fig. 2.
A proposed model of the effects of regular physical activity or exercise training can foster positive physiological and psychological changes to reduce sarcopenia and increase functional ability in the obese older adult (IMAT, intramuscular adipose tissue; IL-1, interleukin 1; IL-6, interleukin 6; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α; CRP, C reactive protein). + denotes a positive effect on physical activity and exercise.
Aerobic and resistance exercise interventions to increase physical function in the obese, older adult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Exercise program</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Avila et al. (2010)  | 67 ± 4 years 60% women; American | 27  | 2.5 months; two group design
1. RX Exercise (Cybex machines four sets of 8–12 reps on each machine)
2. RX + Exercise + Diet group followed the DASH diet guidelines | The RX + DASH diet group lost more weight (4 kg vs. 1.5 kg), increased mid thigh cross-sectional area more than the DASH diet group (p < 0.05); Muscle quality was higher, 400-m walk time was faster (240 vs. 260 s) in the RX + DASH diet, but both groups improved time to perform 5 chair stands (p < 0.05) |
| Bouchard et al. (2009)| 55–75 years women Canadian | 48  | 3 months; four group design
1. Diet (nutritionist directed program to reduce body weight 0.5–1 kg/week)
2. RX Exercise (3x week, nine exercises, 3 sets of 8 repetitions each machine; supervised by kinesiologist) + Diet
3. Diet alone
4. Control (no intervention group) | All intervention groups ↑ one legged squat strength by 56–105%, the 30 s chair stand time ↑ in the RX exercise group from 12.4 to 16.0 s, and time ↓ with walking backward (6.1–5.4 s; both p < 0.05). BMI ↓ in all intervention groups, and fat mass ↓ in the Diet and Exercise + Diet groups. Lean mass was maintained in the Exercise + Diet and Exercise groups |
| Bouchard et al. (2010)| 55–75 years women Canadian | 36  | 3 months; three group design
1. Diet (nutritionist directed program to reduce body weight 0.5–1 kg/week)
2. RX Exercise (3x week, nine exercises, 3 sets of 8 repetitions each machine; supervised by kinesiologist) + Diet
3. Control (no intervention group) | Global physical activity# improved across all activities except for lifting a 10 lb object and fastest walking speed, independent of intervention approach; the self-reported assessment of functional improvement did not correspond to the actual objective measures of physical improvement at month 3 |
| Davidson et al. (2009)| 60–80 years 58% women Canadian | 60  | 6 months; four group design
1. AX (5x week; 30 min walking at 60–75% VO2)
2. RX (20 min; 1 set of 9 exercises 3x week)
3. AX + RX (3x week; 50 min)
4. Control (no intervention) | The AX and Combined exercise groups ↑ walking time to exhaustion at month 6; the chair stands and arm curls performed in 30 s, step test (steps completed in 2 min) and timed-up-and-go and 8 foot up and go test times improved in all three intervention groups, with the Combined exercise group showing greatest change (p < 0.05); total fat loss was highest in the AX and Combined exercise groups, and the skeletal muscle mass was ↑ in the RX and Combined exercise groups (p < 0.05) |
| Lim et al. (2010)    | 65.9 ± 7.9 yrs 87% women with knee OA; Korean | 75  | 2 months; three group design
Aquatic exercise (40 min/3x week; 65% max HR)
Conditioning exercise (40 min/3x week; 60% 1 RM for extensors) | BMI changed minimally in both exercise groups body fat ↓ 1.1% in the aquatic group (p < 0.05); peak knee torque ↑ in all groups by 1.5–10.3%; WOMAC scores ↓ by 13.8 and 9.9 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Exercise program</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vincent et al. (2006)</td>
<td>60–72 years American; Stratified by BMI (&lt; or ≥30 kg/m²)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Control (home-based exercise for legs)</td>
<td>The obese RX group lost 2% excess fat points in the aquatic and conditioning groups compared to 2.7 in the control (p &lt; 0.05).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 months; four group design</td>
<td>Walk time to exhaustion increased in RX trained obese participants than obese CON group (1.7 increase vs. 1.5 min decrease); overall body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obese and non-obese RX vs. control; MedX machines (RX)</td>
<td>strength increased by 15% in the obese RX and non-obese RX groups (p &lt; 0.05).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 days/week, 12 machines, 1 set of 8–13 reps at 50–80% maximal lift;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control groups did not exercise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten different physical activities including the 6-min walk, climbing one set of stairs, 30 s-chair stands, lifting a 10 lb object, walking speed at normal and fastest pace, one-legged stand, putting on a jacket, picking up a penny from the floor, backwards walking.
Multimodal exercise compared with control groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Exercise program</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant et al. (2004)</td>
<td>63 ± 4 years women; English</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3 months; 2× week (40 min)</td>
<td>Compared with controls, the exercisers lost 1.7 kg (p &lt; 0.05), but no fat mass at month 3; Chair rise, timed-up-and-go and 20 m walk times ↑ by 10%, 16%, and 10% after training; stair ascent and descent times by 9% and 16%, respectively (trend not significant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manini et al. (2010)</td>
<td>70–89 years 69% women American LIFE-P subset</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>12 months; transition from center based to home-based program; 3× week 40-60 min to 5× week for 150 min; included walking exercise and leg exercises (chair squats, toe stands, leg curl, leg ext, side leg raises with ankle weights) The Control group attended weekly, then monthly sessions on health education topics</td>
<td>Total SPPB scores ↑ in the obese participants at month 6 and year 1 compared with obese persons in the control group; 400 m gait speed declined however in both groups at months 6 and 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schlenk et al. (2011)</td>
<td>63.2 ± 9.8 years 96% women American Knee OA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6 months; two group design 1. Exercise (walking, lower limb targeted exercises) 2. Control group</td>
<td>Total SPPB and 6-min walk scores improved in the Exercise group compared with the Control group at month 6 (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPPB: Short Physical Performance Battery score consisting of 4-m walk, standing balance tests and repeated chair stands; LIFE-P: Lifestyle Interventions and Independence for Elders Pilot study.
## Table 3
Multimodal exercise interventions coupled with diet to combat physical decline in the obese, older adult.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anton et al. (2011)</td>
<td>55–79 years American</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6 months; 2 group design 1. Aerobic (walking, cycling) resistance (knee extension, leg raises, toe raise, leg curl, wide leg squat) using ankle weights-10 reps each; flexibility; dietician supervised 750 kcal daily deficit with self-selected foods 2. Control group (wait listed)</td>
<td>400 m walking speed ↑ in t Exercise–Diet group compared to control (0.16 vs. 0.2 m/s); SPPB scores ↑ in both the Exercise–Diet and the Control groups (1.82 0.36 6 months vs. 0.8 0.29 points; p &lt; 0.05) isokinetic leg strength did not change in either group by month 6 to healthy living 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focht et al. (2005)</td>
<td>≥60 years American Knee OA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ADAPT; 18 months four group design 1. Exercise (3 days/wk RX 2 sets, 12 reps of leg exercises, 15 min AX at 50–75% heart rate reserve) 2. Diet (5% loss of body weight using group sessions) 3. Exercise + Diet 4. Control group</td>
<td>Exercise + Diet induced the highest improvements in pain, stair climb time and 6-min walk distance compared with the other three groups (p &lt; 0.05); self-efficacy with physical tasks increased the most in this group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frimel et al. (2008)</td>
<td>70 ± 5 years 60% women American</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 months; two group design Exercise vs. Exercise + Diet 1. Exercise (3 days/wk, 90 min sessions 30 min AX, 30 min RX, 30 min balance and flexibility; supervised by therapist) 2. Diet + Exercise: prescribed balanced diet with 750 kcal daily deficit; weight loss goal was 10% body weight loss by month 6; Exercise was added to the diet in this group</td>
<td>Strength ↑ in all muscle groups, and training volume (muscle endurance) ↑ in all muscle groups by 54–100% by month 6 in the Exercise + Diet group. Compared with the Diet only group, fat free mass decreased less, in both upper and lower limbs in the Exercise + Diet group (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messier et al. (2000)</td>
<td>≥60 years 70% women American Knee OA</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6 months; two group design Exercise vs. Diet + Exercise 1. Exercise (3x week, 20 min walking, 20–30 min RX; 10–12 reps of 7 exercises) 2. Exercise + Diet (group sessions met 1 h/wk to help achieve at least 15 kg wt loss)</td>
<td>6-min walk distance ↑ by 22% and 29% in the Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups; Stair climb time ↓ by 12% and 25% in the Exercise and Exercise + Diet groups (both p &lt; 0.05) by month 6; knee pain symptom severity and frequency ↓ during walking, and body transfer activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messier et al. (2004)</td>
<td>≥60 years 68–74% women; American Knee OA</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>ADAPT; 18 months 4 group design 1. Exercise (3 days/weeks RX 2 sets, 12 reps of leg exercises, 15 min AX at 50–75% Heart rate reserve) 2. Diet (5% loss of body weight using group sessions) 3. Exercise + Diet 4. Control group</td>
<td>6-min walk distance increased in the Exercise + Diet group compared with the remaining groups by month 6 (482.4 m vs. 428.6–465.0 m; p &lt; 0.05). Stair climb time decreased most in the Exercise + Diet group than the remaining three groups by month 6 (~2.54 s vs. ~2.22 to ~1.63 s; p &lt; 0.05). WOMAC pain scores decreased the most in the Exercise + Diet group compared to all remaining groups (~2.2 points vs. ~0.40 to ~1.23 s; p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller et al. (2008)</td>
<td>69.7 ± 6 yrs 57–65% women American; Knee</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>6 months, 3x week (45 min) Aerobic (walking, cycling; 30–35% HHR) Strength (leg extension, leg curl, leg raises and step ups; 2 sets x 12 reps); meal replacements, structured menus, educational component;</td>
<td>Exercisers lost 0.8% body weight compared with controls; 6 month changes in stair climb time ↓ from 9.5 to 9.2 s, and 6-min walk distance ↑ from 445.3 to 493.4 m (both p &lt; 0.05); no significant change in IL-6 TFNF-α, or C-reactive protein by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Population</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Gool et al. (2005)</td>
<td>OA; PAIBCT trial</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>controls received lectures on health topics</td>
<td>month 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥60 years</td>
<td></td>
<td>ADAPT subsample at 18 months stratification of participants by adherence to</td>
<td>Tertile analyses showed a dose response association between adherence and improvement in 6-min walk distance at months 6 and 18 (p &lt; 0.05) and with adherence and self-reported disability at these same time points (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Knee OA</td>
<td></td>
<td>the program at month 18; low adherence ≤40% of sessions Intermediate adherence 41-70% sessions High adherence ≥71%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villareal et al. (2006)</td>
<td>≥65 years 66% women; American</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.5 months; two group design 1. Exercise (90 min of flexibility, strength,</td>
<td>Exercisers lost 8.4% body weight and 15.6% body fat mass by week 12 (p &lt; 0.05), fat free mass was maintained. PPT scores ↑ from 29.4 to 31.9 points compared with controls (no score change), and treadmill endurance ↑ 10.3% by week 26 (p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>endurance, behavioral therapy, 3x week) + Diet (750 daily kcal deficit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>prescribed by dietician 2.  Control group (no treatment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villareal et al. (2011)</td>
<td>≥65 years 62% women; American</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>12 months; four group study 1. Exercise (90 min sessions of AX cycling,</td>
<td>The Exercise + Diet group demonstrated a 21% change in PPT scores compared with exercise and diet groups by month 12 (12-15%); muscle strength ↑ 34–35% in the Exercise and Exercise + Diet group compared to the diet group (3%); obstacle course time to completion improved 10–13% in all intervention groups compared to control; single leg balance time also increased in these same three groups by week 52 (all p &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>treadmill, stairs; RX 1–2 sets of upper and lower body machines at 65% of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>maximal lift, 8–12 reps, flexibility) 2. Diet (weekly group sessions with a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dietician to obtain prescriptions for a 750 kcal daily Deficit) 3. Exercise +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Control group (no intervention)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPPB, Short Physical Performance Battery score consisting of 4-m walk, standing balance tests and repeated chair stands; ADAPT, Arthritis, Diet, and Activity Promotion Trial; PAIBCT, Physical activity, Inflammation and Body Composition Trial; PPT, Modified Physical Performance test consisting of timed trials of walking a 50 ft distance, putting on and taking off a lab coat, picking up a penny from the floor, standing up five times from a chair, lifting a 7-lb book to a shelf, climbing one flight of stairs, tandem and semi-tandem standing; AX, aerobic exercise; RX, resistance exercise.